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Non-selective population genetics gives rise to a class of linear, non-associative 
algebras. The theory and range of application of these algebras is described in 
the monograph [6] by W&-z-Busekros. Genetic algebras arise most naturally in 
the study of random mating populations, but generalisations have been 
developed to cover populations where a certain proportion undergoes self 
fertilisation [2], or matings between cousins [3]. The aim of this paper is to 
examine the extent to which assortative mating schemes can be treated by the 
methods of genetic algebra. A comprehensive study of the mathematics of 
assortative mating has been published by Kemperman [4], and some of his 
approach and terminology will be used here. 
Population genetics involves the study of the iterates of the quadratic trans- 
formation which maps the proportions of genetic types in a given generation 
to those in the next. A fundamental theorem of genetic algebra, studied exhaus- 
tively by Abraham [l], is that for certain classes of the algebras that arise, the 
quadratic transformation can be embedded in a linear transformation of a 
space of higher dimension. 
As a first step in the genetic algebra of assortative mating, this paper is 
concerned with mating schemes where the proportions of couples with the 
possible genetic make ups, are linear functions of those that would have arisen 
under random mating. More generally, a mating scheme is a function asso- 
ciating with the pair of vectors x= (x1, . . . , x,,), y = (y,, . . . ,yn) giving the propor- 
tions of males and females respectively having the various genetic types, a 
distribution u =(uti) of mated couples. In a Taylor expansion of such a 
function, constant and first order terms in the vectors cannot arise because a 
distribution of couples must depend on both male and female proportions, so 
the leading term relates the proportions. Uij to the Xirj. The genetic system 
studied here is, apart from the assortative mating, the simplest one of interest, 
with a single diploid locus admitting two alleles. It is found that the quadratic 
transformation involved can be linearised over a finite dimensional space only 
in cases that are equivalent to random mating with a fixed proportion of 
selfing. In more general cases the linearisation over an infinite dimensional 
space, which is trivially possible for all quadratic transformations, has an inter- 
esting structure. Finally it is shown that if a certain symmetry condition is 
imposed on the mating scheme, linearisation of the quadratic transformation 
is possible through a one parameter family of linear operators on a higher 
dimensional space, rather than the single linear operator of classical genetic 
algebra. 
Consider a single diploid locus with two alleles, and denote the possible 
zygotes (individuals), AA, AB, BB by ao, al, a2. The zygotic algebra 2 is the 
algebra of linear forms xoao +xlal +x2a2 with complex coefficients, and 
commutative multiplication table 
1 ai = a,, aoal = +(a0 + a,), aoa2 = al, a? = +a0 + +a1 + $a2, (1) al a2 = +(a1 + a2), a; = a2. 
Elements in 3 with real x,20, CXi= 1 represent populations, Xi being the 
proportion of aj. The product of population elements Cxiai and Cyjaj repre- 
sents the filial population arising from random mating between the two factor 
populations. An algebra admitting a homomorphism w into its ground field is 
said to be baric, while a commutative algebra admitting a canonical basis 
CO,Cl, -**, c,, such that CoCj= cl-j ;l,ck, and for 1 ~i~j, c;cj= Cizj+, I,ck, is 
said to be special triangular. The algebra 2 is baric, with w( Cxiai) = xxi. It is 
also special triangular, since if we write 
(2) co=ao,cl=ao-al,c2=a0-2q+a2 
we have 
(3) co” = co, COC] = $c,, c: = $c2, C&2 = Cl c2 = c2” = 0. 
Note that w( CXici) =x0. We denote a couple comprising a male aj and a 
female aj by (ai, aj), or aij. The copular space Q * associated with 3 is the space 
of linear forms Cuij(ai,aj) in ordered pairs of elements of a basis of 3. The 
symmetric copular space & is the subspace of &* with Uij= Uji, all i, j. The 
proportional distributions of mating couples in a population are represented by 
those forms for which uijr0, all i, j and 1 Uij= 1. We will restrict attention to 
autosomal loci, so that the same genotypes appear in male and female. After 
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a single generation of mating, the distribution of zygotes is the same in each 
sex. There is therefore no real loss in generality in restricting ourselves to the 
symmetric copular space Q. The elements aij and aji may be identified, when 
the asymmetric notation is convenient, and taken to represent populations of 
couples of which half are male ai with female aj, and half are female ai with 
male aj. Following Kemperman’s treatment, but considering only cases 
without ‘spinsters’ a mating scheme is a mapping A4 associating with each pair 
(male zygotic distribution Cxiai, female distribution Cyjaj), a copular distri- 
bution C~;jaij, subject to Cj Uij=X;, Cj Uij=yj. In view of our assumptions 
of symmetry we can take M to be a mapping of & to Q. If A4 is to be linear 
it is defined by its effect on the natural basis, namely the basis whose elements 
are symbols representing the types of couple. If the population consists entirely 
of homogeneous couples aii, then no assortative scheme will alter the fact, and 
If the population consists entirely of heterogeneous couples aij, it contains 
$ male aj’s, + female ai’s, $ male aj’s and $ female aj’s. They can associate to 
give aii, aij and ajj in proportions 8,, 1 - 28ij, B,. Thus 
: 
a01M=a01+e01(a00-2aol+al,) 
(4b) a02 M = a02 + 002 boo - 2a02 + a22) 
al2M= 42 + e12(al, - %2 + q2). 
The commutative duplicate of 3 is the algebra on 6% with multiplication table: 
(See [6], pp. 11, 124). 
(5) ! aijars = (ai aj)(a,, a,) = ( C Yijkak, C Yrstat) = C C YijkYdak, at) = c c YijkYrstakt, 
using both a& and atk. 
We may take a canonical basis in the copular algebra, now only using aij, 
Cij with is j, 
(6) ! COO = a00, co1 = a00 - sol, co2 = a00 - 2a0, + a02, cl 1 = a00 - 2aol + al 1, cl2 = aoo - 3aol + ao2 + 2a, 1 - a12, c22 = aoo + 4a,, + a22 - 4ao, + 2a02 - 4a12 
The multiplication table now takes the form 
(7) 
I 
c;o=coo, ~OOCOl =tcol, cooc11= +co2,4, =sc11, COlCll =$c12, 
c:i = &c~~, other products zero. 
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The effect of M, expressed in terms of the canonical basis, is 
co,M= co1 - ~OlCll 
(8) 
c02M= C02 - Of301 - 4~02)Cll - 4002Cl2 + 002C22 
c11~=(1-2~o,h, 
c,,M= cl2 - (3e01 - 4e02 + ~12hl - 2w02 - e12)c12 + too2 - e12)c22 
CLAM= c22 - 4(eo1 - 2e02 + e,2hl - 8(eo2 - e12)c12 + w,, - 2e12)c22. 
We now denote the product (7) by *, and define another product by 
(9) (Cxijcij)(CY,sc,,)={(Cxiicij)*(CY,c,,)}M. 
Thus the * product gives us the results of breeding followed by random asso- 
ciation into couples, and then the linear transformation A4 realises the change 
in proportions of couples arising as’a result of the non-random mating scheme. 
A linear transformation Ton a special triangular algebra is said to be compa- 
tible with a canonical basis co, . . ., C, if Ci T= CTzi tijCj; and compatible with 
the algebra if there exists a canonical basis with which it is compatible [3]. 
THEOREM 1. The mating system A4 is compatible with the copular genetic 
algebra Q, if and only if e,, = eo2 = 8i2. 
PROOF. Denote by !R the ideal in & spanned by con cll, co2, c12, c22. We have 
%!2={~llr~12,~22}, Y?‘={c~~}, ‘!R4={0). For Mto be compatible with Q, it is 
necessary and sufficient that each of !I?, ‘S2, S3 should be mapped into itself 
by M. By the last equation of (8), this is true if and only if 
(10) e,, - 2e02 + e12 = e,, - e12 = 0. 
Hence we must have 
(11) eel = so2 = e12 = a. 
Only when M is compatible with Q will the algebra defined by (9) (an isotope 
of (7)) also be special triangular. Its multiplication table, derived from (7) and 
(8) with (11) substituted, is 
coo co1 Cl1 
coo coo tco, - +ac,, +ac, 1+ $co2 - QC12 + +ac22 
(12) co1 +( 1 - 2Cz)Ci, +( 1 - 2a)c,2 
Cl1 $1 - 2WC22 
The common eigenvalues of right multiplication by any element of weight 1 are 
called the train roots of the algebra. For (12), they are 1, 3, +a. The equation 
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which relates copular distributions in successive generations is called the 
plenary train equation. It will be derived below. 
We now study mating systems that are not compatible with the special trian- 
gularity of the copular algebra, but we retain the symmetry condition 
(13) If+)* - 280, + 812 = 0. 
We can then write tie2 = a, S,, = a + fi, 19,~ = a - /3 and the multiplication table 
of the copular assortative mating algebra takes the form 
coo CO1 Cl1 
coo coo tco1 - +(a + Ph 1 +(a - p>c, I+ $c(j2 - (xc12 + +ac22 
(14) co1 SW, 1 - +/% 1+ $YC12 + $Pc22 
Cl1 - +h* + ikYC22 
where y = 1 - 2(a + /3), and all other products are zero. 
The kernel of the weight function of the algebra (12) is not nilpotent, as it 
has to be in a special triangular algebra. We have 
where f, g, denote the products colcll, cf,, 
It is however soluble since Y?13] = (g}, ‘zI?[~I = CO}. In genetics, the operator E, 
defined by XE =x2 is of particular importance because when x is an element 
representing a distribution of types in one generation, XE represents the distri- 
bution in the next generation. In many genetic algebras it is possible to repre- 
sent the restriction of E to w(c) = 1, by a linear operator ,?? on a higher but finite 
dimensional space (see [l] for the theory; [2], [3] for detailed examples). Special 
triangularity is a sufficient condition for this to be possible. However not only 
is the algebra (12) not special triangular, but no plenary power of it is and so, 
by a result of McHale and Ringwood [5], it is not possible to achieve this linea- 
risation in the way described in their paper. 
THEOREM 2. For the copular algebra 0 defined by (14), there is a mapping B 
from & to the space % of infinite sequences, and a linear operator I? on %, such 
that if w(x) = 1, then xEB =xB,??, where the matrix of .?? is diagonally periodic 
(eij=ei+3,j+3 for iz7) and its rows contain a finite number of non zero 
elements (eT,j=O, j27; esj=O, ~ZC 12; egj=O, jr 16). 
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PROOF. If C=Cmi- CXijCij, We have 
cE=co,+xo,co,+{-(a+P)xo,~(a-P)x~,-t-~yx~,-~pxo,x~~~c~~ 
+ h-xl1 co2 + { - 2ax11+ sYxolxl1- +/Ml Ic12 
+~3~~~l+~~~o1~~1+~.y~~~~~22. 
The effect of E on the coefficients of an element of unit weight can therefore 
be written: 
i 
lE=l xoG=xoi (1% xl&= -(a +P)xol+ (a,-Pkq1+ br-& -wo,xll 
xo2E=+x,, 
x12E= -~c~x~~+$~x~,x,,-~~x~~ 
x~~E=~~x,~+~~x~~x~,+~~x:, 
We now supplement the vector (xOe = 1, xoI, . . . , xZ2) with additional coordinates 
which are set equal to the quadratic terms arising on the right of (15a), namely 
x~~,x~~x~~,x~, . The effect of E on these is 
We now have to add further coordinates equal to x~“:~,x~~~x~‘,x&x~,, for 
j = 1,2. The set added as a result of (Isa) now appears as the case j = 0. Each 
further stage of supplementation adds a further six coordinates corresponding 
to j=21- 1, 21 for 1=2,3, . . . . Since xol is invariant under E, the effect of E on 
any of the additional coordinates may be obtained from (15b) by multiplying 
through by the appropriate power of xol. This establishes the result. Since 1, 
x0, are invariant under E, rows 1, 2 and 7 +j, j= 0, 1, . . . , and the corre- 
sponding columns of l? can be deleted. In contrast., while a general quadratic 
transformation on finite dimensional space may be linearised over infinite 
dimensions, the number of non-zero elements in the rows increases unboun- 
dedly and their ‘pattern’ is quadratic. It has been noted above that xol is in- 
variant under E. In fact, it can be seen from (14) that the set of elements 
A(c, +x,,co,) + C’X,c, is a sub algebra of the genetic algebra that we are 
studying. If E is restricted to this sub algebra, xol can be treated as a constant 
in (Isa). In this case the only quadratic term on the right of (Isa) is x:r , and 
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the last component of (15b) shows that with xol treated as a constant, x:iE is 
a combination of 1, xi r , xfi . Thus the linearisation of E can be achieved in the 
following alternative way. 
THEOREM 3. For the copular algebra & defined by (14), there is a mapping B, 
from Q to 6 dimensional complex space Qg, and a family Z?(xo,) of linear 
operators on C&, such that if w(x)= 1, then xEB, =xBl,$xol). 
PROOF. By (15), we choose B to map (l,x,r, . . ..x& to the point 
(l,xl~,x~~,x~2,x1~,x~2) in C&. We take &x0,) to be the matrix 
1 - ((2. +P)xo, + a&, (-(~+B)x01+SYx~,)2 0 0 0 
0 a-P-wol 2(-(a+8)xo~+SyxoZ~)(a-P-~~xo~) + -2a+$yxo, fa++/3xo, 
' 0 (16) (-P-Wad2 0 -+a ikr 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Thus the sequence of plenary powers of an element of weight 1 in the copular 
algebra for a linear assortative mating scheme, subject to (14), satisfies a linear 
recurrence relationship with matrix (16) depending on the invariant xor. Its 
eigenvalues are 1, a--P- -@xol, (a--fi--+/3~~r)~, 0 (3 times). 
The value of the invariant coefficient in terms of the natural basis, in which 
a population is represented by 
is 
Finally, we return to conditions (11) which ensure that the assortative mating 
algebra is special triangular and hence that E is globally linearisable in finite 
dimensions. If /3 = 0 on the right of (15a), we still need to introduce coordinates 
equal to xii, xolxll , xf, . However, putting p= 0 in (15b) means that we only 
need three further coordinates at the next step, namely xi,, x&x1 1, xi,. The 
application of E to this set does not throw up any further monomials. The 
plenary train equation, satisfied by the restriction of E to w(x) = 1, is of course 
the minimal equation of ,!?. Subject to (11) the corresponding characteristic 
equation has eigenvalues 1 (5 times), a (3 times), (x2, 0 (3 times). In contrast, 
if we exploit the invariance of the single coordinate xoi, we obtain the simpler 
characteristic equation with eigenvalues 1, a, a2, 0 (3 times). 
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